UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, ANNA UNIVERSITY – BIT CAMPUS
TIRUCHIRAPPALLI - 620024

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
proudly presents
National level technical symposium

TECHNICAL EVENT

PAPER EXPRESS
PRO-WAR
QUIZO-HILIC
CIRCUIT-CRUSH
PCB-BUZZ
TECH-TALK
POST-ERA
PANDORA-BOX

16 & 17 MARCH 2020

Win Exciting Prizes

For more details:


Paper Express: (max 2 members)
Registration: ₹ 50 (per paper), ₹ 100 (per head)

Other Events:
Limited Event = ₹ 200 (per head)
Unlimited Events = ₹ 300 (per head)

avesha2020@gmail.com

Instagram.com/avesha’20  Facebook.com/avesha’20

AVESHA 2020

GUINES
ASSOCIATION OF EEE

CHEF PATRON:
Dr. M.K.Surappa
Vice Chancellor – Anna University - Chennai

PATRON:
Dr. I. Karunamoorthy
Registrar – Anna University - Chennai

CHAIRMAN:
Dr. T. Senthil Kumar
Dean – UCE- BIT Campus

ORGANIZING SECRETARY:
Dr. P. Ambalagan
Head / Dept EEE

STAFF CO-ORDINATORS:
Dr. M. Balsingsh Moses
Dr. P. Vijayarajan
Dr. H. Habeebullah Sait

PRESIDENT:
S. Danveer Musthafa
+91-9373382632

VICE PRESIDENT:
M. Abirami
+91-9900689930

SECRETARY:
R. Jeyasurya
+91-8248994834

JOINT SECRETARY:
S. K. Vigneshwar

TREASURER:
P. Nithish

JOINT TREASURER:
C. Sairam
P. Siva Prakash

PIXELS ERA
O-VIYAR
MAZE-RUNNER
JUNKYARD - WARS
TECH-CON
MAD-MARKETING
MADHURA-VIDHURAN
BRAIN-BUSTER
MR. MEMER
BEAT BOX

Scan For more information: